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We built Legal Forms as a natural progression 

for users of the established Oyez and Laserform 

desktop forms applications. It provides an ideal 

solution for firms that require the same valued 

content, but delivered as a modern  

web application.

True expertise
One of the key values of both Laserform  

and OyezForms is the support we provide  

for multiple 3rd party integrations.

Case and workflow system providers simply 

do not have the expertise required for the 

preparation, or maintenance, of legal forms 

software. Because the task requires specialist 

knowledge, most system providers do not attempt 

to replicate a high quality forms package within 

their own application. It’s much easier for them to 

integrate with one of the market-leading solutions 

from OneAdvanced.

Smooth integration
We are aware that firms who wish to move to  

a more modern forms package need it to integrate 

easily with the systems they already use.  

We can help.

In common with other modern web applications, 

Legal Forms was built using APIs. We knew from 

the outset that uncomplicated API access would 

be crucial, and that is why we have supplied  

the providers of systems that integrate with our 

desktop packages, all of the API documentation 

they need to ensure a smooth process.  

We’ve also maintained the field codes from 

Laserform into Legal Forms to ensure that  

any mapping tasks are simplified.

Form integrations moving  
to Legal Forms
If you have an existing integration with Laserform, 

the field codes in Legal Forms remain the same. 

Instead of the software calling the Laserform API 

and sending field data, it can call the Legal Forms 

API, and send the same field data.

Although the field codes are not the same  

as those in OyezForms, the process of calling  

the Legal Forms API, and sending field data,  

is the same.
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Want to find out more? 

Contact one of our team members today!
Get in touch

www.oneadvanced.com+44(0) 330 343 4000 hello@oneadvanced.com

On-going support
When moving to Legal Forms, your firm will 

remain supported throughout. Our support teams 

work with software providers to ensure our users 

receive a concise response to any queries.

Legal Forms API information is available here: 

OneAdvancedcsg.github.io/cloudforms-integration

If you'd like to move to a modern and flexible 

forms application, please speak to your provider 

to find out if they integrate with Legal Forms. 

If they don’t, ask where that process is in their 

development roadmap.
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